Mr. Carruth Tells Chemists Of Many Processes Which Needed the Technically Trained Man

Before beginning his description of the work of the technically trained man, Mr. Carruth mentioned by Mr. Murdock, the oil wells of the Babcock-Wilcox Co., and gave a general description of the oil and steam process. After this he reviewed the steps taken to perfect the oil and steam process. He stated that the oil and steam process was very complete and could be used to advantage. Mr. Carruth stated that the oil and steam process was much easier to use than the old-fashioned method. He also stated that the oil and steam process was much more efficient than the old-fashioned method.

The Point of the Advisory Council

The point of the Advisory Council was to have them give advice to anyone who asked for it. Mr. Carruth stated that the Advisory Council was a good way to get advice. He stated that the Advisory Council was a good way to get advice from people who had been in the business for a long time.
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Requests for Tickets Should Be in by 5 O'clock This Afternoon

The Tech Show management announces that all applications for seats must be in by 5 o'clock this afternoon. An unusual number of replies have already been received in answer to the circulation sent out and many applications are expected today. Just at this time the demand for seats is very great, and the attention of all those who wish desirable seats is called to the fact that the tickets are distributed according to the order of the receipt of the applications and are not reserved for the class of the applicant.

In addition to the activity on the part of the business staff this afternoon, the cast and chorus will also be busy. A rehearsal of the Tech Show will be held at 7 o'clock in the Union Dining Room. Mr. Ranger will supervise the work, while Mr. McDougal will arrange the music and Mrs. Adams the dancing. Mr. Ranger hopes to be able to get through the rehearsal on time. The Tech Show, 1915, is the first performance of the season and arrangements are practically complete for all of it.

CREW PROGRESSING

Practice This Afternoon at Two
All Candidates Report

Despite the bad weather that has prevailed during the last few weeks, the Crew's prospects are still as fine as ever. The men are all ready to go to work on the new boat, and the men who have been working on the old boat are all ready to go to work on the new boat.
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